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Web
sites
for
Pro-life
current
events:
nchla.org/issues.asp,
usccb.org/,
firstthings.com,
frcblog.com,
http://powellcenterformedicalethics.blogspot.com/, http://stoptheabortionagenda.com/, capwiz.com/nrlc/issues/ http://pregnancyline.com/

Do Not Despise One Of These Little Ones (Mt 18:10)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What’s Next?
The liberal majority in New York has, with
the governor’s signature, passed into law the
most egregious pro-abortion bill, allowing
abortion until the onset of dilation or labor.
Following in their footsteps, the Virginia
legislature considered a similar bill,
thankfully unsuccessfully, which, by its
promoters, would have allowed abortions
resulting in a live birth to be followed by
infanticide.
Vermont, Rhode Island, Ohio, and New
Mexico are considering similar legislation.
The liberal arm has placed abortion support
and infanticide promotion at the top of its’
political agenda.
_________________________________

What’s Next? Follow-up

Good News

Why Should I be Pro-life

This is our first Good News column. Our See the movie “Unplanned” and you will
intention is to give our readers access to know why.
events and issues we do not have the space __________________________________
to cover but which remain important.
Technology which shows 3D image of a
baby’s heart inside the womb
For some meditation, read Proverbs 18. It
speaks to our social, political, and moral
Save the baby for a short life or abort.
condition today as it must have done about
the days when it was written.
Kentucky Ultrasound Law upheld
It points an ugly finger at some things and
shines a bright and glorious light on others.
My baby was not the end of my life but the
It gives us good reason to see motivation
beginning
and great cause for joy for our pro-life
_________________________________
movement.
Why Must We
_________________________________
REINSTATE GOD

An Exercise

To Schools, Homes, & Work

Newborn Care

When we believe “I did it my way” is a
Suppose we have a newborn, just delivered.
goal,
we deny there is a better way.
Two states, Ohio and New Mexico, have
What care should be provided to that baby?
spoken. In both states, the Senates have _________________________________
For some the answer is “that depends”.
voted to reject the pro-abortion bills.
House Democrats have stopped, over 25
With republican and democrat support, the
times, any discussion of the “Born Alive
bills to support/promote abortion until birth
It follows that if abortion is a legal right, Abortion Survivors Protection Act”. That
and infanticide were DEFEATED.
then so is infanticide. One follows the other bill would require the same medical care and
_________________________________
because they are based on the same thinking. attention be given to all babies, regardless
their
birth
And that is the trap into which
circumstances. The
the liberals find themselves; if
opposition will not
“The change in Supreme Court justices is they support one they must defend
even allow the bill to
taking place against a backdrop in which 29 the other. And, as with gender
be brought to the
states already have enough abortion selection abortion, some are
floor for debate.
infanticide
restrictions in effect to be considered either embracing
Back
to
“that
hostile or extremely hostile to abortion enthusiastically.
depends”.
Some
Multiple
bills
have
been
brought
rights; four states in the ‘extremely hostile’
legislators insist that
category also have so-called ‘trigger’ laws forward in state legislatures to
a newborn, resulting
loosen
rules
or
amend
existing
on the books that would immediately ban
abortion if Roe were overturned (see map). laws in support of infanticide, either by from a failed abortion, need not be cared for
This year, many state legislators continued neglect of the newborn or outright killing the but may be left to die unattended.
Infanticide is a crime; it’s murder.
their efforts to restrict reproductive rights or newborn, for any reason.
access to care. In the first six months of The leftward rush in progressive thinking is If it’s ok to kill in the womb, it’s ok to kill
2018, 11 states enacted 22 new abortion clear. One has only to listen to the proposals in the crib, and also in the rocking chair.
restrictions and four states moved to impose of the growing community of presidential _________________________________
new restrictions on providers that can candidates.
receive public funds for family planning The Senate and the Presidency are the stop
gaps for any such legislation; retaining them
programs.”
Everybody who favors abortion
No wonder the Guttmacher Institute reports needs to be at the top of our efforts.
has already been born.
_________________________________
anxiety over the change in abortion support.
_________________________________

Now, Infanticide

“Guttmacher” says

Bumper Sticker Gem

